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Abstract— Wireless Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) have
received considerable attention in the last few years. Most
research works focus on single-channel MANETs with a single
power-level in order to simplify the network design and analysis.
How to take advantage of multiple channels and multiple power
levels in MANETs poses a serious challenging problem. Recently,
a few multichannel transmission protocols such as CollisionAvoidance Transmission Scheduling (CATS) have been proposed
to harvest the advantage of high transmission efficiency when
multiple channels are deployed. Although such protocols do provide ways to coordinate the use of multiple channels, there exist
some serious problems such as the throughput fast drop-off under
heavy traffic loads. In this paper, we propose a new protocol,
namely, MultichAnnel Time-Spread Scheduling (MATS), which
attempts to tackle these problems. In MATS, nodes with transmission requests are divided into three groups, which carry out
channel reservations in parallel and can simultaneously support
unicasting, multicasting and broadcasting at the link level. MATS
ensures successful and collision-free data transmissions using
the reserved channels and allows multicasting and broadcasting
high priorities over unicasting. Both theoretical analysis and
extensive simulation studies are carried out which show that
the performance of MATS under high traffic loads significantly
outperforms the existing schemes.
Index Terms— Mobile ad hoc networks, MAC, multichannel
network, channel reservation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
DVANCES in wireless technology and portable computing, along with high demands for user mobility
have driven the development of an emerging class of selforganizing and rapidly deployable networks referred to as
ad hoc networks [1] [2] [3]. A mobile ad hoc network
(MANET) is a collection of wireless mobile communication
nodes that can dynamically form a communication network on
the fly without the use of any existing network infrastructure
or centralized administration. These kinds of networks have
found applications in tactical battle field, disaster rescue and
conventions.
One important issue in mobile ad hoc networks is the
the medium access control (MAC) protocol [4] [5] [6] [7],
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which attempts to efficiently coordinate the use of the shared
communication medium. MAC protocols can be classified into
two major categories: random access and scheduled access.
Although numerous collision-avoidance protocols have been
proposed, some of which are capable of mitigating the effect
of the hidden-terminal problem in mobile ad hoc networks
[8] [9], these protocols do not efficiently support broadcasting/multicasting and quality of service (QoS).
Scheduled access guarantees successful information exchanges using reserved links without collisions. Previous
studies on scheduling have concentrated on single-channel
systems. However, how to effectively utilize the multiple
channels in MANETs is still a challenging problem. This is
particularly true when medium access control (MAC) such
as IEEE 802.11 MAC has to rely on the carrier sensing and
collision avoidance schemes. Recently, multichannel systems
have received a great deal of attention because of the advantages offered by such systems [10] [11]. Multichannel
systems outperform single channel systems in several aspects:
(1) multichannel Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)
systems are usually more reliable; (2) individual channels
can operate at a lower rate, and synchronization is easier in
multichannel TDMA systems; and (3) multichannel TDMA
systems have greater flexibility in response to system growth
because they allow the addition of new channels [11]. In
view of the superior performance of multichannel systems,
we will focus on the scheduling problem in TDMA networks
with multiple radio channels (multichannel). Scheduling for
such a system consists of allocating stations to different
frequencies at different times (or their combinations) so that
no collisions occur and efficient spatial reuse of the available
bandwidth can be achieved. Effective scheduling can lead
to much higher channel efficiency. To date, most works on
transmission scheduling algorithms have concentrated on the
fair and conflict-free algorithms that maximize the system
throughput. However, changes of network topology due to the
movements of mobile nodes may render any optimal design
obsolete. Many researchers have been searching for distributed
sub-optimal solutions [13] [14] [15] [16] [17], which are
designed either for broadcasting or unicasting, but not for
both. In [18], SYN-MAC protocol is proposed for mobile
ad hoc networks, which used binary countdown algorithm
for contention resolution. SYN-MAC does gain improved
throughput and packet delay. However, the performance of
SYN-MAC depends on the number of contention slots and
turnaround time, which is a disadvantage for wireless communications. Recently, a multichannel scheduled-access protocol
named collision-avoidance transmission scheduling (CATS)
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has been proposed [19] to simultaneously support unicasting,
multicasting, and broadcasting. In CATS, there are five minislots used for channel reservation. In the first two mini-slots,
the nodes attempting to reserve a channel detect whether the
intended channels are available and the nodes with existing
links send signals (Beacon) to keep already reserved channels
from being interfered. In the third mini-slot, all nodes send
their reservation requests, if any, which may result in high
contention probability. In the next two mini-slots, intended
nodes confirm and inform if requested links are acceptable.
However, because all nodes send reservation requests in one
mini-slot (i.e., the third mini-slot) simultaneously, CATS has
several unresolved problems such as the sudden drop-off
problem: the throughput drops to almost zero as the traffic load
increases. Although a backoff algorithm can be introduced
to mitigate this problem, the cost is high because all nodes
contend on one single mini-slot. Another problem is that
broadcasting and multicasting cannot be set different priorities over unicasting because broadcasting and multicasting
requests are treated equally as the unicasting requests, which
results in the situation that broadcast transmission cannot be
established unless unicast traffic load is very low.
In this paper we propose a new protocol for multichannel
TDMA ad hoc networks, referred to as MATS (Multichannel
Time-Spread Scheduling) that overcomes the existing problems in CATS. In MATS, nodes with transmission requests
are divided into three groups, one for broadcast and multicast,
and two for unicast. The nodes in these groups carry out
link reservations in parallel with a short overhead. MATS is
distributed and simultaneously supports unicasting, multicasting and broadcasting. MATS also allows the multicasting and
broadcasting to bear higher (or lower) priority over unicasting.
Analysis of MATS shows that, in comparison to the existing
protocols, it gives higher throughput and is more robust under
high traffic load.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 presents the background materials. In Section 3, we describe
our protocol MATS and demonstrate its correctness. We give
both theoretical results and simulation results on the performance of this new protocol. Section 5 concludes the paper.
II. M ODEL AND D EFINITIONS
An ad hoc network is a collection of communication devices
referred to as nodes, which can exchange information. Every
node can reach a given subset of other nodes, depending on the
transmitting power and the topographic characteristics of the
surrounding area. An ad hoc network can be thought of as a set
of network nodes and a set of edges between nodes capable of
reaching each other. Nodes linked by an edge are considered
to be neighbors. Here, we assume that every node has the same
transmitting power, which makes the reachability graph of the
network symmetric. Each node sends messages in synchronous
time slots. In every time slot, each node acts either as a
transmitter or a receiver. The node acting as a receiver in a
given slot receives a message if exactly one of its neighbors
transmits in this slot. If more than one neighbor transmit to a
node in the same slot, a collision occurs and the node receives
none of the messages. Here, we assume that every receiver is
capable of determining whether the transmission is successful
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Basic operations in MATS.

or not (in our protocol description, we will use “collision” to
mean that the receiver does not receive the intended message
when there is no confusion). We also assume multiple radio
channels (multichannel) are available which are classified into
different radio channels: a control channel (CCH), a broadcast
data channel (BCH), and data channels (DCH). The CCH
is used for transmission of control packets, the BCH for
broadcasting, and DCHs for multicasting and unicasting. A
channel reservation means that a node reserves a time slot
and a radio frequency for transmission, two factors used to
determine a channel. We will use radio channel to denote
radio frequency and slot channel to denote time slot to avoid
possible confusion.
III. R ESERVATION P ROTOCOL MATS
A. MATS
As the number of active nodes in an ad hoc network
increases, the number of collisions among nodes requesting for
channels increases, which results in low throughput. Although
a backoff algorithm can be introduced to resolve the collisions,
the cost is high because many time slots will be wasted in
case of unsuccessful reservation. To solve this problem, the
proposed protocol, MATS, carries out channel reservation in a
way that nodes with reservation requests are divided into three
groups, send their requests asynchronously in different minislots and carry out reservations in parallel for the remaining
reservation process with a short overhead.
As shown in Fig. 1, one time frame consists of L slots
in MATS and every node reserves a slot beforehand for
transmission. Each slot has two parts, one part consisting of
six mini-slots (MS1–6) used for reservation and the other
part consisting of a single mini-slot (MS7) used for data
transmission. Small control packets called beacons carrying
necessary reservation information are sent during MS1–6. In
general, a beacon specifies (a) the source address, (b) the
destination address, (c) the reserved or intended broadcast
and multicast slots, and (d) the reserved or intended data
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channel. After a node succeeds in making a reservation in
MS1-MS6, it will transmit data in the following MS7 and
continues transmitting from MS3 to MS7 in the same slot of
the following frames until the flow (stream of packets) is over.
MS7 can be much longer than the other mini-slots because it
is used for data transmission.
Figure 1 illustrates how data are transmitted over reserved
links without interference. Every sender transmitting during
the current slot sends an LBS (Link reservation Beacon of
Sender) over the CCH in MS1 to prevent other nodes from
attempting to establish multicast or broadcast links, while
nodes receiving during the current slot send an LBR (Link
reservation Beacon of Receiver) over the reserved DCH to
prevent other nodes from attempting to establish unicast links
with the same intended DCH. In MS2, nodes receiving during
the current slot send an LBR over the CCH to prevent
possible interference from attempts by other nodes to establish
multicast or broadcast links. For a node with broadcast or
multicast request, only when detecting the CCH clear in
both MS1 and MS2, indicating that none of its neighbors is
transmitting or receiving, it will then continue the reservation
process. For a node with unicast request, it just needs to
know none of its neighbors is receiving over the intended
DCH in order to continue the reservation process. Otherwise,
nodes with requests will abort their reservation processes. For
convenience, we refer to a node in the reservation process as
an active node (or sender) in the mini-slot of concern. By
sending LBS and LBR, the reserved links are prevented from
being reserved and used by other nodes.
Figures 2 (a) and (b) show the processes for reserving
broadcast and multicast links, respectively. To reserve a broad-

cast link, an active node, upon detecting clear over CCH in
both MS1 and MS2, sends a RBB (Request Broadcast Beacon)
over the CCH in MS3. At the same time, nodes that are neither
transmitting nor receiving listen on the CCH in MS3, and
if they detect a “‘collision” (i.e., they could not decode the
broadcast beacon in MS3), they send an SBB (Stop Broadcast
Beacon) in MS4. If the active broadcast node detects an
SBB or noise in MS4, it realizes that its reservation request
has failed (i.e., at least one node could not receive for the
broadcast), it will stop making the reservation in the remaining
mini-slots and then turn to an inactive mode (backoff will
be used, which is not discussed in this paper). Otherwise, it
continues listening on the CCH in MS5 and in case of clear
status on the CCH, it successfully reserves the channel.
To reserve a multicast channel, an active node with multicast
request sends a RMB (Request Multicast Beacon) over the
CCH in MS3 after detecting there is no transmission over CCH
in MS1 and MS2, and then listens to determine if there is an
SBB in MS4 sent by a node that detects a collision in MS3.
The node receiving a RMB correctly listens to the intended
DCH in MS4 and, if it detects that the DCH is clear, sends
back no signal; otherwise it sends an SMB (Stop Multicast
Beacon) over CCH in MS5 as a negative acknowledgment.
Only after detecting no signal over CCH in MS4 and MS5,
does it recognize the multicast request is successful.
As a remark, we have more stringent requirements here for
both multicasting and broadcasting. The above proposed reservation process is to guarantee that all nodes (for broadcasting)
or the intended nodes (for multicasting) should have clear
links from the broadcasting/multicasting source before the
transmissions. For certain applications, setting higher priority
for broadcasting/multicasting may be necessary.
The algorithm for reserving a unicast link is shown in Fig. 3.
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To distribute reservations and resolve high collisions, active
nodes are divided into two groups, referred to as NTRU1
(Node To Reserve a Unicast, group 1) and NTRU2, according
to the procedure outlined below. In the following, assuming
Node A is attempting to reserve a unicast link to send data to
Node B, we present the algorithms for two cases: (1) Node A
belongs to NTRU1, and (2) Node A belongs to NTRU2.
i) The algorithm for Node A of NTRU1 to reserve a unicast
link (Fig. 3 (a)).
MS1: Every receiver of an existing link sends an LBR
over a reserved DCH. Node A listens on the intended
DCH and, if the DCH is busy, stops the unicast reservation process.
MS2: Node A sends a RUB (Request Unicast Beacon)
over a TCH (Temporary CHannel)–DCH determined
beforehand and known by all nodes. Nodes that do not
have links and do not need to reserve a link listen on
this TCH.
MS3: Nodes A and B listen on the CCH like any other
receiver candidates.
MS4: If Node A receives a RBB or a RMB as the
intended receiver in MS3, then it interrupts its reservation
and behaves as a receiver of a broadcast or a multicast in
the remaining mini-slots. If Node A detects a collision
in MS3, it sends an SBB over the CCH in this slot. If
Node B confirms that the CCH is clear or has a collision
in MS3 and receives a RUB as the intended receiver in
MS2, it listens on the DCH indicated in the RUB.
MS5: If Node B confirms that the DCH indicated in the
RUB is clear in MS4, it sends a CUB (Concur with
Unicast Beacon) over the CCH. If the intended DCH is
not clear in MS4, Node B sends an SUB (Stop Unicast
Beacon) in case of a collision detected in MS3 or does
nothing if there is no collision detected in MS3. Only
when Node A receives a CUB, is the reservation declared
successful.
The TCH used in MS2 is selected from the set of DCHs.
The TCH can be any arbitrary DCH known by all nodes
because the use of TCH will not affect the reserved links
due to the fact that the existing link transmissions do not
begin before MS2. In MS3, the node that sent or received
a RUB in MS2 also has the possibility of receiving a RBB
or RMB as an intended receiver. If Node B received RUB
in MS2 and no correct RBB or RMB in MS3, it listens
over DCH in MS4, then sends SUB or CUB in MS5. In the
meantime, the sender of RBB realizes failure of broadcast
reservation on finding any signal or noise. In this way, Node
B can avoid missing possible unicast reservation. The form
of the scheduling algorithm depends on the priority policies.
In the above algorithm, broadcast and multicast are treated
with high priority over unicast in MS4 in the way that after
a node correctly receives RBB or RMB, it abandons its own
reservation and the candidate senders of NTRU2 will not
send RUB in MS4 as stated afterward. Even if broadcast or
multicast reservation does not succeed, the corresponding
node still has the opportunity to reserve a unicast link.
ii) The algorithm for Node A of NTRU2 to reserve a unicast
link (Fig. 3 (b)).
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MS1: The behaviors of nodes are the same as those
described for NTRU1 above.
MS2: Nodes A and B listen on the TCH like other
receiver candidates.
MS3: Nodes A and B listen on the CCH like other
receiver candidates.
MS4: If Node A correctly receives a RBB or RMB in
MS3, it abandons its own reservation and behaves as a
broadcast or multicast receiver in the remaining minislots. Similarly, if Node A receives a RUB sent from
a node of NTRU1 in MS2, it stops its own reservation
and behaves as a receiving candidate. Otherwise, Node
A sends a RUB over the CCH.
MS5: Upon receipt of a RUB from Node A in MS4, Node
B listens on the indicated DCH.
MS6: If Node B detects that the intended DCH is clear in
MS5, it sends a CUB over CCH and, if Node A correctly
receives the CUB, the unicast link is then established
successfully.
Here, unicast senders are divided into two groups NTRU1
and NTRU2 as follows in order to spread reservation requests
in time to quickly resolve possible collisions. There is a
probability that the candidate senders of NTRU2 receive RUB
from candidate senders of NTRU1 in MS2 and abandon their
own requests, which means senders from NTUR1 have a
higher priority over senders in NTUR2. We divide available
radio channels into two sets C1 and C2 with c1 and c2
channels, respectively, where c1 + c2 = c. Before a node
sends RUB, it randomly selects a radio channel. If the selected
radio channel belongs to C1 , then the node recognizes that it
belongs to NTRU1, otherwise it belongs to NTRU2. So, the
radio channel used for a node in NTRU1 is always different
from that used for a node in NTRU2, which guarantees no
interference between links established by nodes in NTRU1
and NTRU2, respectively. The explanation will be given later.
As shown above, in MATS, nodes with broadcast, multicast
and unicast send requests RBB, RMB and RUB in different
mini-slot, that RBB and RMB in MS3, RUB of NTRU1
in MS2 and RUB of NTRU2 in MS4, leading to a lower
contention probability. In contrast, all requests are sent in one
mini-slot in CATS. In MATS, when nodes of one group send
requests, the other nodes can listen and receive the requests
from other nodes if there is no collision. In the meantime, the
reservation processes of three groups are in parallel, so MATS
only consumes a short overhead. It is be expected that MATS
will have a better performance.
B. Correctness of MATS
Next, we show how MATS simultaneously establishes transmission links for broadcast, multicast and unicast without
collision in the subsequent transmission. For convenience, we
refer to the newly established links in a particular time slot as
“new” links in order to distinguish these links from previously
established links. Assuming that Node A is acting as a sender,
we denote all the neighbors of Node A by N(A).
Theorem 1: New broadcast or multicast links will not interfere
with each other, with the existing links, or with other new
unicast links during in data transmission.
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Proof: 1). We first show that the new broadcast or multicast
links will not interfere with existing links. In fact, during the
process of reserving a broadcast or multicast link, the sender
A (Node A) must listen on the CCH in MS1 and MS2 and,
only in the case that the CCH is clear, does it send a RBB
or a RMB for the reservation, so the sender A of a new
link has no neighbor transmitting or receiving data with other
nodes. For broadcast, there is only one channel (BCD) for
broadcast. If a neighbor of a candidate broadcast source can
hear from the other source sending over the unique broadcast
channel BCH, it should be a receiver of the broadcast source
and would inform the candidate broadcast source in MS1 and
MS2. Then the candidate broadcast source will not send RBB
in MS3. So, a successful reservation of broadcast guarantees
no interference with other broadcast links.
2). Next, we show that the new broadcast or multicast
links will not interfere with each other. We observe that every
neighboring node N(A) could only receive a RBB or a RMB
from Node A, because if a node other than A transmits another
RBB or RMB to the same neighboring node, a collision occurs
and thus Node A will not establish a new link. Hence the nodes
in N(A) will not simultaneously receive RBB or RMB over
other new links.
3) Finally, we show that the new broadcast or multicast
links will not interfere with new unicast links. The sender
of a new unicast link cannot simultaneously receive RBB or
RMB of new broadcast or multicast links, because if a node
receives a RBB or a RMB as an intended receiver, it will stop
making a unicast reservation. If the sender of a new unicast
link detects a collision in MS3, it will send an SBB or an
SMB, resulting in interruption of the broadcast or multicast
reservation. Similarly, a receiver of a new unicast link cannot
simultaneously receive RBBs or RMBs of new broadcast or
multicast links.
Theorem 2: New unicast links will not interfere with existing
links, or with other new links.
Proof: 1) We first show that new unicast links will not interfere
with existing links. Node A, as the sender of a new unicast
link belonging to either NTRU1 or NTRU2, sends a RUB on
the condition that no node in N(A) is receiving data on the
intended DCH, which is then confirmed by listening on the
DCH in MS1. Hence the new unicast link will not interfere

with existing links. On the other hand, a new unicast link
will not be interfered by existing links because the unicast
reservation is successful only if Node B hears nothing on the
intended DCH in MS4 (NTRU1 node) or MS5 (NTRU2 node).
This means that only the signal from Node A can reach the
intended receiver in the resulting transmission.
2) We then show that new unicast links will not interfere
with other new links. Given that it is established above that
there is no interference between the new unicast links and
the new broadcast or multicast links, here we only need to
prove that the new unicast links will not interfere with each
other. The sender and the receiver of a new unicast link cannot
simultaneously be a sender or receiver of another unicast link
because if a node sends or receives a RUB in MS2, it will
ignore other RUB in MS4. Then, the only possible interference
between new unicast links is the one in which two unicast links
with senders belonging to NTRU1 and NTRU2, respectively,
use the same DCH. As shown in Fig. 4, if the same DCH is
used to establish two new unicast links whose senders belong
to NTRU1 and NTRU2, respectively, the two new links will
interfere with each other if at least one receiver is the common
neighbor of the two senders. Because the radio channels used
by NTRU1 nodes and the radio channels used by NTRU2
nodes are different, the interference mentioned above between
new unicast links will not occur. This completes the proof.
IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
A. Theoretical Analysis
In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of MATS
when only unicast traffic is present. To compare MATS with
CATS [19], we use the same model of a symmetric hypercube network topology, in which each node has at most d
neighbors and the neighbors of the same node are hidden from
each other. Although this topology is not typically found in
real ad hoc networks, it constitutes the worst-case scenario for
hidden-terminal interference and provides useful insights into
the performance of reservation-based protocols. In this model,
we assume that each node can only buffer one message; it
simply discards any message passed from the upper layer if
there is an unsent message in the buffer. This means that a
node can attempt to reserve a link in every slot, which makes
our results the worst possible. We refer to all the data, which
is divided into packets each of which is sent by one slot
per frame, as a message flow (or flow), and Average Flow
Length is referred to as AFL (number of slots). We assume
that every node can only reserve no more than one channel
(slot) in a frame, which means that the node with a reserved
channel will not attempt to reserve another channel. Under
this condition, we can find, for example, that node A attempts
to make reservation to transmit data to node B, the worst
case is that node B uses d − 1 slots for receiving from d-1
neighbors except node A and uses 1 slot for transmitting. In
the meantime, node A uses d − 1 slots for receiving from d1 neighbors except node B. Then the total number of slots
occupied become (d − 1) + 1 + (d − 1) = 2d − 1. If node
A has 2d channel available, it can always find 1 slot to make
reservation to transmit data to node B.
The frame length L in MATS for a node to be able to
unicast once in every frame in the worst case scenario is set
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to 2d slots, assuming that there are at least c = d data channels
available.
We assume that the reserved transmission slot for a node
is uniformly distributed among the slots in a frame and the
data channel used for the transmission is uniformly distributed
among the available data channels. Assuming the system is
in steady state, let PT be the steady state probability that a
node has reserved a link for a transmission and let PR be
the probability that a node is receiving in a frame. Due to
the symmetry of the network topology and the traffic model
for the whole system, we obtain PT = PR . The idle periods
consisting of idle frames (i.e., the frames in which a node
has no link or attempted to make reservation but failed)
alternate with the transmission periods because any successful
data transmission must follow a successful reservation. If the
probability PW that a node successfully reserves a slot within
a frame is known, we can obtain the average idle period and
derive the PT using AFL. Then, using a set of nonlinear
equations, we can calculate the value of PT . Assuming the
reservation requests generated at each node form a Poisson
source with a mean rate λ in a slot, the throughput increases
up to a maximum as λ increases.
Consider the situation in which a node, say Node A,
attempts to reserve a slot to send data to one of its neighbors,
say Node B, on a particular radio channel.
In case of unicast, we have the following:
1. Node A belongs to NTRU1.
2. Node A has a unicast request.
3. None of Node A’s neighbors other than Node B is sending
data to Node A or receiving data on the intended DCH.
4. None of Node B’s neighbors other than Node A does any
of the following: (1) sending data to Node B, (2) sending
data on the intended DCH, or (3) sending a RUB in MS2.
5. Node B neither sends data nor sends a RUB in MS2.
Let the probabilities of the above five conditions be
P11 , P12 , P13 , P14 and P15 , respectively. Then, we have

P11

= Pc1 = c1 /c

P12

= 1 − e−λ

(1)

Let PAnif represent the probability that a node of Node A’s
neighbors is not sending data to Node A and, not receiving
on the intended DCH, we have
PAnif =
1 − (1 − PT )PR

1
1
1 1
1
− PT [
+ (1 − )PR
] (2)
Lc
Ld
L
L−1c

1
where, the term (1 − PT )PR Lc
is the probability of the case
that a neighbor of Node A has no link for sending and has a
link for receiving just in the intended slot and intended DCH.
1
1 1
+ (1 − L1 )PR L−1
The term PT [ Ld
c ] is the probability of the
case that a neighbor of Node A is sending to Node A, or
receiving over the intended DCH in intended slot.
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Thus
= (PAnif )d−1
= {1 − (1 − PT )(1 − PR /L)P11 P12 P13
1 1
1 1
− PT [ + (1 − ) ]}d−1
L d
d c
1
P15 = PT (1 − ) + (1 − PT )(1 − P11 P12 )
(3)
L
where, P13 is the probability that Node A sends RUB in
MS2, P14 is the probability that Node B can receive RUB
sent from Node A in MS2 without collision from other RUB
and can accept the request. The term PT (1 − L1 ) in P15 is
the probability that Node B is sending but not in the intended
slot and the term (1 − PT )(1 − P11 P12 ) is the probability that
Node B does not have link for sending and does not meet the
condition to send its RUB.
Therefore, when Node A belongs to NTRU1, the probability
S
that a reservation succeeds is PW
1 = P11 P12 P13 P14 P15 .
When Node A belongs to NTRU2, we have:
1. Node A belongs to NTRU2.
2. Node A has a request in the previous slot.
3. None of Node A’s neighbors other than Node B is sending
data to Node A or receiving data on the intended DCH.
Additionally, Node A has not received a RUB as an
intended receiver in MS2 sent from a node of NTRU1.
4. None of Node B’s neighbors other than Node A does
any of the following: (1) sending data to Node B, (2)
sending data on the intended DCH, or (3) sending a RUB
in MS4. Additionally, Node B has not received a RUB as
an intended receiver in MS2 sent from a node of NTRU1.
5. Node B neither sends data nor sends an RUB in MS2 or
MS4.
Let the probabilities of the above five conditions be
P21 , P22 , P23 , P24 and P25 , respectively. Then, we have
P13
P14

P21

= Pc2 = c2 /c

P22

= P12 = 1 − e−λ

(4)

Let PArub represent the probability that one of Node A’s
neighbors sends a RUB in MS2. This probability can be
expressed as PArub = (1 − PT )(1 − PR L1 )P11 P12 P13 .
Thus,
1
P23 = P13 − (d − 1)PArub × (PAnif − PArub )d−2
(5)
d
where, the second term on the right side of the equation is
the probability that Node A correctly receives a RUB in MS2
as the intended receiver. Because the condition that Node B
does not send RUB is guaranteed by P25 , the number of RUB
candidate senders becomes d − 1.
Let PBnf represent the probability that one of Node B’s
neighbors does none of the following: (1) sending a RUB in
MS4, (2) sending data to Node B, and (3) sending on the
intended DCH. This probability can be expressed as PBnf =
1 − (1 − PT )(1 − PR L1 )P21 P22 P23 − PT L1 [ d1 + (1 − d1 ) 1c ].
Then
1
P24 = (PBnf )d−1 − (d − 1)PArub
d
× (PBnf − PArub )d−2
1
P25 = PT (1 − ) + (1 − PT )(1 − P22 )
(6)
L
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where, the same as in Equation (5), the second term on the
right side of the equation P24 is the probability that Node B
correctly receives RUB sent from other candidate sender in
MS2.
Therefore, when Node A belongs to NTRU2, the probability
S
that a reservation succeeds is PW
2 = P21 P22 P23 P24 P25 . The
S
probability PW that a node successfully reserves a slot within
S
S
a time slot can be expressed as PW
1 + PW 2 ; hence, we have
PW

=

S L
1 − (1 − PW
)

(7)

The average number of idle frames I can be expressed as
1/PW − 1, and PT can be related to the AFL by
AF L
(8)
AF L + I
Careful inspection of the above probability, we observe that
PT means the ratio of the number of frames in which a node
sends data in a reserved slot. Here, we use PT as throughput,
which can be obtained according to the above formula by
repeatedly substituting the new PT for the old.
PT

=

B. Simulation Setup
The above theoretical results are obtained for unicasting
based on a model with specific topology and under certain
assumptions. However, theoretical results under more realistic assumptions may not be possible. Moreover, if we take
broadcasting and multicasting into account in addition to
unicasting, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to obtain
analytical results. Thus, we will carry out simulation study
to demonstrate our protocol. Figure 5 shows the simulation
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Fig. 7. Simulated and theoretical throughput results for MATS in case of
unicasting.

model in which every node has eight neighbors and all nodes
generate Poisson traffic with the same arrival rate. When
a node generates a unicast request, it selects a neighbor
randomly as its receiver. The nodes on the border have more
neighbors than nodes far from the border in the area. If we
do not consider this edge effect, the throughput for a node
will depend on which node to select. To overcome this edge
effect, we assume nodes on one side can hear from the nodes
on the other side as shown in Fig. 5, so all nodes have the
same number of neighbors and may transmit in the same
topological situation. Nodes on the lower border shown in
Fig. 5 are the neighbors of those on the above border, and
nodes on the left border are the neighbors of those on the
right border, so the topological model becomes a ring (the
wrap-around model). To compare with the theoretical results,
we carry out simulation in the same conditions used in the
theoretical analysis except topology.
C. Discussions
Figure 6 shows the theoretical results when only unicast
traffic is present with P11 = P21 = 0.5. As shown in Fig. 6,
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the throughputs of CATS for d = 8 increase with arrival rate
(λ) up to a certain critical value of λ, at which they rapidly
decrease; this critical arrival rate decreases with decreasing
AFL. In comparison to CATS, MATS gives significantly better
performance.
Figure 7 shows the simulation results and the theoretical
results of MATS for comparison in case of unicasting, from
which we find that the simulation and theoretical throughputs
match well at lower arrival rate.
In case that the arrival rate is over 1, there is a little
difference between the simulated and theoretical throughputs
with AFL greater than 2, and the throughputs of AFL=1
have significant differences in the range of high arrival rate.
We think that the differences results from the hyper-cube
model used in the theoretical analysis, in which the neighbors
of one node are hidden from each other. In contrast, in
the simulation model, neighbors of one node interfere with
each other in transmissions, and interference becomes obvious
when the arrival rate increases, specially for the case with
AFL=1. In general, the theoretical analysis is effective in
case of low interference and low contention probability. For
a more complicated scenario, we will use simulations for our
performance evaluation.
Figure 8 shows the simulation results for CATS and MATS,
respectively, when only unicast traffic is present with different
AFLs. The throughputs of CATS increase to the peaks and
then drop sharply down to zero. For MATS, we can find
the problem of sudden drop-off is mitigated greatly and the
throughputs are higher than those of CATS. Throughput of
MATS with only AFL=1 has a drop-off at a comparatively
higher arrival rate. In the cases that AFL is greater than 2, the
throughputs of MATS have no drop-off with relatively small
decreases in the range of high arrival rate.
Above simulation results are obtained when only unicasting
is present. In the following, we present the throughput results
when both of unicasting and broadcasting are present. Considering the fact that broadcast link does not just consist of
a pair of a sender and a receiver but one sender and many
receivers, and that the throughputs of broadcast and unicast
are affected each other, we here use a different criterion to

evaluate the throughput. The throughput here is expressed
as the average number of links in one frame for a node.
One broadcast transmission has 8 links if one node has 8
neighbors. In the simulation, same as in the analysis before,
one node can reserve no more than one slot per frame either
in case of unicast or broadcast transmission. To evaluate
the broadcast transmissions, we present the results that show
the throughput changes when the unicast load increases with
a certain broadcast load, say, 0.1. In Figs. 9, 10, 11 and
12, we show the throughputs with AFL=1, AFL=2, AFL=10
and AFL=20, respectively. There are three pairs of curves
express the total throughput, broadcast throughput and unicast
throughput, each pair includes two curves for MATS and
CATS, respectively. The total throughput is the sum of the
throughputs for broadcast and unicast.
Figure 9 shows the throughputs with AFL=1, in which we
find that the total throughput of MATS is considerably higher
than that of CATS. For CATS, broadcast and unicast throughputs are low and drop down to zero when the unicast arrival
rate increases. For MATS, broadcast and unicast throughputs
are relatively higher and the unicast throughput drops down
but not to zero. The broadcast throughput increases slightly
when unicast throughput decreases. Because each node can
only buffer one message, if an old one is sent, it will be
replaced by a new one. So, the probability of broadcast
reservation request will decrease when the unicast arrival rate
increases. Since RBB for broadcast reservation is sent in MS3,
which is not interfered with RUB that is sent in MS2 or MS4,
moderate decrease in the number of nodes sending RBB will
increase the successful rate of broadcast reservation. Certainly,
excessive decrease also results in broadcast throughput drop.
Figure 10 shows the throughputs with AFL=2, in which
the total throughput of MATS has no drop-off and broadcast
throughput is considerably higher than that of CATS. The
unicast throughput also has no drop-off that occurs in CATS,
but in the range of low arrival rate, it is somehow the same as
that of CATS. This is because that a node cannot receive from
more than one node simultaneously, so if broadcast throughput
increases, then the unicast throughput will decrease. With uni-
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other unicast reservation process and if a node receives RUB
in MS2 from NTRU1, it will not listen or send RUB in MS4.
Certainly different priority policy can be adapted in MATS.
From the above results, we conclude that the throughput
drop-off problem is significantly mitigated in our protocol
MATS.
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Fig. 11. Simulation results of CATS and MATS with broadcast arrival rate
0.1 and AF L = 10.

cast arrival rate continues to increase, the unicast throughput
increases and broadcast throughput will decrease.
Figures 11 and 12 show throughputs with AFL=10 and
AFL=20, respectively, in which we can observe the similar
trends shown in Fig. 10. Both of broadcast and unicast
throughputs of MATS have no drop-off and the broadcast
throughput becomes slightly higher than that of AFL=2 because of a longer AFL. As shown in Fig. 11 and 12, as
λ increases, the probability of a new successful reservation
will rise, however, increase in the number of existing links
will resist new reservations. Finally, the throughputs of MATS
reach maximum and then tend to stay approximately constant.
On the contrary, the throughputs of CATS reach zero because
nodes failed with reservation in previous slot will send requests in the next slot with one group, which differs from
MATS.
The same is demonstrated in Fig. 10, where broadcast and
unicast throughputs of MATS are related to some degree.
When contentions occur between nodes with broadcast and
unicast, their behaviors depend on the priority policy. For
example, in MATS, when a node receives a RBB, it will abort

In this paper, we have proposed a new reservation protocol
for distributed mobile ad hoc networks, referred to as MATS,
that avoids sudden throughput drop-off problem in previously
known protocols. The idea is to divide the nodes in a network
into different groups in order to decrease the probability of
collisions during channel reservation process. We have derived
some approximate theoretical throughput of MATS under
certain assumptions and carried out extensive simulations to
evaluate this protocol. Comparing theoretical and simulation
results, we observe that the analytical result is valid in case of
comparatively low contention probability. Through extensive
simulation results, we have shown that MATS has several
unique characteristics: (1) MATS can achieve high throughput
without sudden drop-off under heavy traffic loads; (2) the
reservations of nodes are distributed and carried out in parallel
with a short overhead; and (3) broadcast and multicast can
be carried out separately from unicast reservations and can
be assigned different priorities. This protocol provides an
efficient approach to coordinating the use of multiple channels
in mobile ad hoc networks.
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